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PIT C and C+ are all-new
design multi-touchscreens for
commercial applications based
on GeneralTouch’s proprietary
and proven Projected Infrared
Touch (PIT) technology.

They feature with:
 Aluminum alloy frame
 Ultra-slim bezel
 Support up to 84” size
 Excellent 10-point touch
 Ultra-low pre-touch height
 Palm rejection
 Easy to assemble

Applications:
 Commercial touch monitor
 Digital signage
 Touch table
 White board
 Way-finding kiosk
 Self-service terminal

PIT C can support up to 84” and
PIT C+ up to 46” with a slimmer
bezel. Their aluminum frame is
made by extrusion and has silver
white or black colors for options.

PIT C and C+ 
Multi-touchscreen

(mm) W h H

PIT C 11.5 5 25

PIT C+ 9 3.9 17

PIT C and C+ are large format
touchscreens with the slimmest
bezel so far. It brings touch
accuracy and reliability to users
with the lowest 1mm pre-touch
height.
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About GeneralTouch
GeneralTouch (GT) was established in 2000 and has since become a leading touch solution provider to the global market,
manufacturing a wide range of touch screen, touch monitor products and solutions and being widely used in industries
related to finance, gaming, retail, kiosk, healthcare, education, etc.

PIT C and C+ can be easily
assembled to displays via screw
holes located on the rear side of
the strips.

Products Availability:

Its elegant and grand appearance,
is worthy to act as the display’s
front bezel. It helps customers cut
down product cost and designing
workload significantly.

PIT C and C+ can support up to 10-
point touch with palm rejection
function.

Objects like cups or phones placed 
on the surface will not impact the 
touch performance of  the rest of 
the active area. 

The junctions on the four corners  
are sealed by special  tapes, and 
can achieve IP54 sealing grade and 
easily handle various adverse 
environments. 

Types Size 

PIT C 32",42",46",55",60",65,70"

PIT C+ 32",42",46"

Other size can be customized.
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